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From: Diane Jackson / ,A ! 
To: Gary Holahan, GTH,John Hannon, Richard Barrett /Y1• 
Date: Mon, Aug 23,1999 3:59 PM 
Subject: Heavy Loads feedback to NEI 

We held the call today at 10:00 with NEI to fulfill the workshop action item to provide feedback on NEI's 
request to look at what they considered the use of upper bound values and to give credit of -0612 actions.  

As best as possible, we gave them an outline of the new information & items we considered and gave the 
bottom line answer 1 E-6.  

They had a several questions. As expected, they were diappointed that our answer was not lower. They 
still believe our answer must be upper bound, although they admitted some things could not be quantified.  
They still believe we are not giving enough credit for their actions.  

We encouraged them to submit any inform, data or suggested values that should used instead of the 
information we have used in our analysis and that we would consider it. Rather than just reviewing ours or 
asking open-endedly for more credit. Their response was that they did not know if they should provide us 
with anything concrete.  

They requested that the new heavy load analysis be issued for comment. We said we would 
consider the request. Although, we did inform them that every time we have to stop and write another 
position out or interact with them, we have to consider the effect on our process and the potential of 
delaying the schedule, which we would need to avoid.  

Their main concern is that we are not giving proper credit (quantitative or qualitative) for their current 
actions and that we will require additional actions. We tried to let them know that we need to work through 
our process to look at the criteria for the EP exemption in an integrated manner as well as looking at each 
event - this would mean that we will not have possible criteria set up until closer to the end of the process.  
And that they were getting to the end of our process before we had a chance to get there with ourselves.  
However, they still were frustrated.  

They said their PRA analysis should be submitted by the end of the week.  

On the call were: 
NRC: John H., George H., Diane J., Ed Throm, Brian Thomas, Bill Huffman, and Chet Poslusny (SFPO) 

Industry: Alan Nelson(NEI), Lynnette Henricks(NEI), Ed Burns(consultant), Bill Henries (MY). Kurt 
Cousins (NEI- Engr) 

I do not see a technical benefit from issuing a draft. Your thoughts on issuing a draft of the heavy loads 
would be appreciated.  

Diane 

CC: Brian Thomas, Chester Poslusny, Edward Throm, G...



HEAVY LOADS 
in Spent Fuel Pool Area at Decommissioning Plants 

At the workshop, NEI requested: 
1) Look at the use of upper bound numbers 
2) Give credit for NUREG-0612 actions (Phase I and Phase II - either single failure proof crane 

[SFPC] or load drop and consequence analysis [LDCA]) 

ITEM 1: 
0 Ed Throm requantified PRA using additional information and looked at areas where numerical 

values should be revisited (estimated mean valuel.0xl08 per year for 100 lifts): 
o 100 lifts per year (NUREG-0612 used 200 lifts) 
o 10% of problems lead to drop (new navy data) 
o 10% of critical travel was over the spent fuel pool (NUREG-0612 range: 5 - 25 %) 
o NUREG-0612 gave reduction credit for heavy load drop being a concern only 10% of the 

year based on low density racks and safe decay time - this reduction was removed.  
o data from NEI: provided number of cask loaded in last 14 years at NPPs - NRC calculated 

that this indicates a range of crane incidents is in the range of 1.6x1 04 to 6.2x10-1 per 
movement (study has a case using 1.0xi 04 to 1.0x1 0- based on NUREG-0612 and a case 
with an additional reduction of a factor of 10) 

ITEM 2: 

Option Requirement(s) Pros Cons 

Status Quo Phase I only can change if op. rx shows EP has no benefit for 
from operation (for now) requirements change heavy load consequences 

NEI proposal Phase I and II more than op plants PRA does not have good model 
(SFPC or LDCA) follows current NRC for SFPC and only known credit 

position that SFPC is is 0.1 reduction 
good enough 

SFPC may not provide riaks 
reduction as currently thought 

Option A Phase I and II Plus will provide assurance shows EP is worth SFPC and 
(SFPC and LDCA) below 1 OE-6/ry LDCA for one issue 

Option B Phase I plus LDCA will provide assurance better to prevent load drop 
below 1 OE-5/ry (SFPC) than mitigate 

consequences (LDCA) 

Option C NEI proposal plus will quantify risk for RES may find that SFPC is not 
delay final decision SFPC sufficient (as PRA says now) 
until RES looks at 
new GSI 

Additional option detail: 
* limit or prohibit cask movement for a given time period (i.e., from EP exemption granted to 5 yrs) 

Other changes in Information/ items of note: 
* NUREG-0612 gave reduction credit for procedures and safe loads 

NUREG-1353 did not recognize this and gave additional reduction credit


